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Abstract
Recent security incidents and analysis have demonstrated that manual response to such attacks is no longer feasible. Intrusion Detection systems offer techniques for modelling and recognising normal and abusive system behaviour. Such methodologies include: statistical models, immune system approaches, protocol verification, file and taint checking, neural networks, whitelisting, expression matching, state transition analysis, dedicated languages, genetic algorithms and burglar alarms. This paper describes these techniques including an IDS architectural outline and an analysis of IDS probe techniques finishing with a summary of associated technologies.
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1. Introduction
Recent events have highlighted the need for fast reactionary capabilities in network security. According to an analysis from [Caida], the Code Red worm infected over 359,000 hosts within less than 14 hours, as illustrated by Figure 1. Later theoretical analysis place the time for a complete spread of a network worm as low as 15 minutes [Warhol], or 30 seconds [Flash].

![Figure 1 Code Red worm spread](Caida)
Current conventional security techniques seem incapable of dealing with these threats (leaving the task to security personnel). In many respects, this mirrors the epidemic spread of diseases and electronic viruses. Intrusion detection systems have the potential to mitigate or prevent such attacks, if updated signatures or novel attack recognition and response capabilities are in place.

In this paper we attempt to give a brief overview of the techniques behind current intrusion detection systems (IDS) - how they are structured, model acceptable and abusive behaviour, observe and respond to protected systems.

1. Intrusion Detection Systems

1.1. Conceptual Outline

Intrusion detection systems have evolved from monolithic batch-oriented systems to distributed real-time networks of components as shown in Figure 2. In current systems, a number of common building functional blocks can be distinguished:

- Sensor, Probe: These modules form the most primitive data-gathering components of an IDS. Implemented in a highly system-specific fashion, they track network traffic, log files or system behaviour - translating raw data into events useable by the IDS monitors.

- Monitor: Monitor components, the main processing segment of an IDS, receive events from sensors. These events are then correlated against the IDS behaviour models, potentially producing model updates and alerts. Alerts, events in themselves, indicate occurrences significant to the security of a system, and may be forwarded to higher-level monitors, or to resolver units.

- Resolver: Resolver components receive suspicion reports from monitors (in the form of one or more alerts), and determine the appropriate response - logging, changing the behaviour of lower level components, reconfiguring other security mechanisms (e.g. adding firewall rules), and
notifying operators.

- Controller: Facilitating component configuration and coordination, controller components are most significant in distributed ID systems, where manually upgrading, configuring and starting a network-wide series of components would be infeasible. In addition, controller units offer a single point of administration and interrogation for an IDS, and may act in a supervisory capacity, restarting failed components.[Debar]

In many IDS architectures these divisions are often indistinct. In monolithic ID systems, for example, all of these components may form a single unit, or may be divided across multiple processes and tools.

### 1.2. Anomaly vs. Misuse detection

At the heart of intrusion detection lies the ability to distinguish acceptable, normal system behaviour from that which is abnormal (possibly indicating unauthorised activities) or actively harmful. Two approaches to this problem can be distinguished, with IDS implementations using some combination of these:

- **Anomaly detection** attempts to model normal behaviour. Any events which violate this model are considered to be suspicious. For example, a normally passive public web server attempting to open connections to a large number of addresses may be indicative of a worm infection.

- **Misuse detection** attempts to model abnormal behaviour, any occurrence of which clearly indicates system abuse. For example, an HTTP request referring to the cmd.exe file may indicate an attack.

Anomaly detection suffers from accuracy problems, as building an accurate model (avoiding false negatives) may not fully reflect the complex dynamic nature of computer systems (leading to false positives). This technique has had some success in detecting previously-unknown attack techniques [NADIR], a major shortcoming in misuse detection.

Misuse detection, by virtue of the simpler scope of the objects being modelled, can attain high levels of accuracy. The major difficulty with this approach, however, lies in creating compact models of attacks - models that cover all possible variants of an attack, while avoiding benign patterns. In addition, this approach is vulnerable to novel attacks (attacks dissimilar to all previously known examples) - arguably the most dangerous kind.

Due to the complementary nature of these two approaches, many systems attempt to combine both of these techniques. The problem of false positives cause many commercial IDS offerings to focus on misuse detection - leaving anomaly detection to research systems.

### 1.3. Anomaly modelling techniques

#### 1.3.1. Statistical models

In Denning's ground laying paper on IDS [Denning], she described a number of statistical characterisations of events and event counters. These, and more refined techniques, have been implemented in anomaly detection systems [NIDES]:

- **Threshold measures**: Referred to as the operational model in [Denning], this scheme applies set or heuristic limits to event occurrences or event counts over an interval. A common example is logging and disabling user accounts after a set number of failed login attempts.
• Mean and standard deviation: By comparing event measures to a profile mean and standard deviation, a confidence interval for abnormality can be established. The profile values are fixed or based on weighted historical data.

• Multivariate model: Calculating the correlation between multiple event measures, relative to the profile expectations.

• Markov process model: This model regards event types to be state variables in a state transition matrix, where an event is considered anomalous if its probability, given the previous state and associated value in the state transition matrix, is too low.

• Clustering analysis: This nonparametric method relies on representing event streams in a vector representation, examples of which are then grouped into classes of behaviours using some clustering algorithm (e.g. k-nearest-neighbour). Clusters represent similar activities or user patterns, where normal and anomalous behaviour can be distinguished. [Bace]

1.3.2. Immune system approach

Application implementations inherently provide a model of normal behaviour, in the form of application code paths. In the immune system approach, applications are modelled in terms of sequences of system calls for a variety of different conditions: normal behaviour, error conditions and attempted exploits. Comparing this model to observed event traces allows classification of normal or suspicious behaviour. For example, an anomalous `exec` system call in a web server process may be indicative of a buffer overflow attack.

This approach has demonstrated the ability to detect a number of typical attack techniques, but cannot detect attacks based on race conditions\(^1\), policy violations or masquerading. [Bace]

1.3.3. Protocol Verification

Many attack techniques rely on the use of unusual or malformed protocol fields, which are incorrectly handled by application systems. Protocol verification techniques rigorously check protocol fields and behaviour against established standards or heuristic expectations. Data that violates the relevant boundaries is tagged as suspicious.

This approach, used in a number of commercial systems, can detect many commonly-used attacks, but suffers from the poor standards-compliance of many protocol implementations. [IDS-List] In addition, using this technique on proprietary or under-specified protocols may be difficult or lead to false positives.

1.3.4. File Checking

Best known through its implementation in the Tripwire system\(^2\), this technique uses cryptographic checksums of sensitive system data to detect changes - including unauthorised software installations, back-doors left by successful intrusion, and system corruption.

These techniques are extremely useful in system recovery and forensic examination. Detection is inherently after the fact, however, and can be bypassed if the cryptographic checksums are modified or

---

1 A race condition attack corrupts the time-critical interaction between different processes or systems.
2 This technique is also used in antivirus applications to detect modifications to executable files.
1.3.5. Taint Checking

An application-centric approach to anomaly detection lies in creating risk-aware applications. One example of this is in the perl programming language, commonly used to implement HTTP CGI applications. In this system, all user-provided input is considered 'tainted'; any attempt to use such tainted data in a sensitive context (such as an exec system call) fails. Untainting a variable must be done explicitly, by extracting expected content with a regular expression - avoiding the risk of embedded shell commands, or otherwise unexpected content, from being used. [PERL]

1.3.6. Neural nets

A neural net is essentially a network of computational units that jointly implement complex mapping functions. Initially, the network is trained with normal system behaviour traces. Observed event streams are then fed into the network, which classifies these streams as normal (observations match training data), or anomalous. The system may also undergo continuous training using this observed data, allowing the network to learn changes in system behaviour.

Since this approach does not rely on preconceptions about the behaviour of the monitored system, it avoids the need to preselect suitable features and thresholds. Similarly, the learning ability of the network allows compensation for behaviour drift - though this may allow undetected violations actions to be included in the model. A greater difficulty with this technique lies in the fact that only an outcome may be observed - the reason for a mismatch between the model and observed behaviour is not evident. [Neural]

1.3.7. Whitelisting

Whitelisting, a simple technique described in [Ranum], involves passing a raw event stream (for example, a system log) through a number of filters, each corresponding to known benign patterns. Any remainder after all known events have been filtered out are novel or suspicious.

Primarily a data reduction technique, this makes manual review of event streams feasible. Filters are manually incrementally refined, reducing the number of false positives - though sufficiently specific filters may be hard to generate. In addition, recognition of attacks typified by large numbers of otherwise normal events (e.g. login failure) is difficult.

1.4. Misuse detection modelling techniques

1.4.1. Expression matching

The simplest form of misuse detection, expression matching, searches an event stream (log entries, network traffic, or the like) for occurrences of specific patterns. A simple example would be "^GET[^$]*/etc/passwd$" - this checks for something that looks like an HTTP request for the Unix password file.

---

3 The t0rn rootkit, for example, provides pristine versions of compromised system files to the file checking system, while executing modified binaries.
4 HyperText Transfer Protocol Common Gateway Interface
5 This is similar to the signature matching used in some antivirus applications
As can be seen from this example, the resulting expressions can quickly become hard to read, and representing context is difficult. Signatures can be very simple to construct, however - especially when combined with protocol-aware field decomposition. [IDS-List]

### 1.4.2. State transition analysis

State transition analysis models attacks as a network of states and transitions (matching events). Every observed event is applied to finite state machine instances (each representing an attack scenario), possibly causing transitions. Any machine that reaches its final (acceptance) state indicates an attack. (Figure 3)

This approach allows complex intrusion scenarios to be modelled in a simple way, and is capable of detecting slow or distributed attacks, but may have difficulty expressing elaborate scenarios. [STAT]

Other state machine representations (e.g. coloured Petri nets) offer similar advantages. [IDIOT]

![Figure 3 Schematic Structure of a State Machine](image)

### 1.4.3. Dedicated Languages

A number of IDS implementations represent intrusion signatures using specialised languages, including [Snort][Shadow][NFR] and [Bro]. While the generality of such languages vary (ranging from compiled filtering expressions in [Shadow] to complete programming languages [NFR]), all offer great flexibility in matching attack scenarios. A signature takes the form of a specialised program, with raw events as input. Any input triggering a filtering program, or input that matches internal alert conditions, is recognised as an attack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alert tcp any any -&gt; any 80 (msg:&quot;CGI-nph-tst-cgi&quot;; content:&quot;cgi-bin/nph-test-cgi&quot;; flags: PA;)</td>
<td>matches any alert using the message string &quot;CGI-nph-tst-cgi&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alert tcp any any -&gt; any 80 (msg:&quot;CGI-test-cgi&quot;; content:&quot;cgi-bin/test-cgi&quot;; flags: PA;)</td>
<td>matches any alert using the message string &quot;CGI-test-cgi&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alert tcp any any -&gt; any 80 (msg:&quot;CGI-perl.exe&quot;; content:&quot;cgi-bin/perl.exe&quot;; flags: PA;)</td>
<td>matches any alert using the message string &quot;CGI-perl.exe&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alert tcp any any -&gt; any 80 (msg:&quot;CGI-phf&quot;; content:&quot;cgi-bin/phf&quot;; flags: PA;)</td>
<td>matches any alert using the message string &quot;CGI-phf&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate, consider the examples (taken from [Roesch]) in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Both represent filters that match HTTP probes for certain CGI scripts. In the first case, this is done by matching any
connection with TCP destination port 80, and a specific string in the HTTP segment body. In the second case, the filter checks that the connection destination is one of the nominated destination servers, creates an HTTP data segment by concatenating the current and previous TCP segments, and searches each line for occurrences from the signature set. If any matches are found, a log entry is created with the current time, connection and request details.

```
badweb_schema = library_schema:new( 1, ["time", "int", "ip", "ip", "str"], scope());
# list of web servers to watch. List IP address of servers or a netmask
# that matches all. use 0.0.0.0:0.0.0.0 to match any server
da_web_servers = [ 0.0.0.0:0.0.0.0 ] ;
query_list = [ "/cgi-bin/nph-test-cgi?", "/cgi-bin/test-cgi?", "/cgi-bin/perl.exe?", "/cgi-bin/phf?" ] ;
filter bweb tcp ( client, dport: 80 )
{
    if (! ( tcp.connDst inside da_web_servers) )
        return;
    declare $blob inside tcp.connSym;
    if ($blob == null)
        $blob = tcp.blob;
    else
        $blob = cat ( $blob, tcp.blob );
    while (1 == 1) { 
        $x = index( $blob, "\n" );
        if ($x < 0)           # break loop if no complete line yet
            break;
        $t=substr($blob,$x-1,1);      # look for cr at end of line
        if ($t == '')
            $t=substr($blob,0,$x-1);    # tear off line
        else
            $t=substr($blob,0,$x);
        $counter=0;
        foreach $y inside (query_list) {
            $z = index( $blob, $y );
            if ( $z >= 0) {
                $counter=1;
                # save the time, the connection hash, the client,
                # the server, and the command to a histogram
                record system.time, tcp.connHash, tcp.connSrc, tcp.connDst, $t to badweb_hist;
            }
        }
        if ($counter)
            break;
    }
    badweb_hist = recorder ("bin/histogram packages/test/badweb.cfg", "badweb_schema" );
```
As can be seen, creating signatures may require significant understanding of the protocols and attacks involved, and some programming ability. In addition, attacks that use variations on the signature strings may bypass this type of filter. A sufficiently expressive filtering language, however, can duplicate the effect of any other representation.

### 1.4.4. Genetic algorithms

The GASSATA system (Genetic Algorithm as an Alternative Tool for Security Audit Trail Analysis) [GASSATA] uses a genetic algorithm to search for the combination of known attacks (expressed as a binary vector, each element indicating the presence of a particular attack) that best matches the observed event stream. A hypothesis vector is evaluated based on the risk associated with the attacks involved, and a quadratic penalty function for mismatched details. In each cycle, the current set of best hypotheses are mutated and retested, so that the probability of false positives and negatives approach zero.

This technique, like the neural net approach, offers good performance but does not identify the reason for an attack match. In addition, expressing some forms of behaviour, and expressing simultaneous or combined attacks is not possible in this system.

### 1.4.5. Burglar Alarms

A technique proposed by Markus Ranum [Burglar] to reduce the risk of false positives and allow identification of novel attacks, focusing on identifying events that should never occur. Applying dedicated monitors to search for instances of such policy violations effectively places traps for would-be attackers. An example would be monitoring for any attempt to connect outward from an HTTP server (where this is contrary to the site policy) - indicating a user error, or an attacker attempting to use the server as a relay point.

For an appropriate selection of trigger events, false positives are negligible. Similarly, since probes are set to monitor specific policy violations, this approach is applicable to known, permuted and novel attacks equally. Selecting an appropriate set of triggers, however, requires in-depth system and site knowledge.

### 2. Probe Techniques

#### 2.1. Host Log Monitoring

The earliest forms of IDS were batch-oriented systems, periodically searching accumulated system, audit and application logs for signs of suspicious activity [Anderson]. Many modern systems continue to use host logs as a source of raw events.

Host logs, comprised of the combination of audit, system and application logs, offer an easily-accessible and non-intrusive source of information on the behaviour of a system. In addition, logs generated by high-level entities can often summarise many lower-level events (such as a single HTTP application log entry covering many system calls) in a context-aware fashion.

A number of details complicate the use of such logs, however. Foremost among these is the questionable validity of log entries on a victim host, especially those generated after the point of compromise. Second, recreating the context of interleaved event chains can be difficult, especially...
where multiple distributed processes interact. Finally, the quality of information held in logs is frequently low: entries omit critical information, while including large quantities of meaningless detail.

2.2. Promiscuous Network Monitoring

The primary source of abuse on many systems is due to the network connectivity of that system. Many ID systems, therefore, focus on this as a source of events - monitoring all traffic between hosts. This ensures that the IDS can observe all communication between a network attacker and the victim system, resolving many of the problems associated with log monitoring:

- No processing impact on monitored hosts
- The ability to observe network-level events
- Monitoring an entire segment at once
- Isolating the monitoring station from the influence of host compromise

As shown in [Ptachek], however, this approach has limitations. In particular, ensuring that data streams are reconstructed identically on monitored hosts and inside the monitor is difficult: different software platforms present mutually exclusive results when faced with malformed data streams. Similarly, the use of cryptographic protocols negate the ability of these IDS probes to observe application data, effectively obscuring attacks [ZDNet]. Finally, as the complexity and capacity of networks increase, the performance requirements on probes can become prohibitive.

2.3. Host Network Monitoring

An approach used in personal firewalls and some IDS probe designs lies in combining network monitoring with host-based probes. By observing data at all levels of the host's network protocol stack, the ambiguities of platform-specific traffic handling and the problems associated with cryptographic protocols can be resolved. The data and event streams observed by the probe are those observed by the system itself.

This approach offers advantages and disadvantages similar to both alternatives listed above. It resolves many of the problems associated with promiscuous network monitoring, while maintaining the ability to observe the entire communication between victim and attacker. Like all host-based approaches, however, this approach implies a performance impact on every monitored system, requires additional support to correlate events on multiple hosts, and is subject to subversion when the host is compromised. [BlackICE]

2.4. Target-based IDS

Another attempt to resolve the ambiguities inherent in protecting multiple platforms lies in combining a network knowledge with traffic reconstruction. These target-based ID systems typically use scanning techniques to form an image of what systems exist in the protected network, including such details as host operating system, active services, and possible vulnerabilities. Using this knowledge, a probe can reconstruct network traffic in the same fashion as would be the case on the receiver system, preventing attackers from injecting or obscuring attacks.

In addition, this approach allows an IDS to automatically differentiate attacks that are a threat to the targeted system, from those that target vulnerabilities not present - thus refining generated alerts (for example, IIS-based attacks on Apache HTTP servers might be ignored). Whether attacks that cannot succeed should be reported is something of a contentious issue - offering a trade-off between lower
(and more applicable) security alerts being generated, versus the possibility of recognising novel attacks when combined with known sequences. In addition, the need to maintain an accurate map of the protected network - including valid points of vulnerability - may reduce the ability of this class of system to recognise novel attacks. [IDS-List]

3. Architecture

3.1. Monolithic systems

The simplest model of an IDS is a single application, containing probe, monitor, resolver and controller all in one. More advanced monolithic systems use a number of independent probe, monitor and resolver components, each implementing specific techniques. In common between all such systems, however is the fact these focus on a specific host or system - with no correlation of actions that cross system boundaries. (Figure 6)

Such systems are conceptually simple, and relatively easy to implement. Their major weakness lies in the ability for an attack to be implemented using a sequence of individually innocuous steps. The alerts generated by such systems may in fact be aggregated centrally - but this architecture offers no synergy between IDS instances.

![Monolithic IDS Architecture](image)

3.2. Hierarchic systems

If one considers the alerts generated by an IDS instance to be events in themselves, suitable for feeding into a higher-level IDS structure, an intrusion detection hierarchy results. At the root of the hierarchy, lies a resolver unit and controller. Below this lies one or more monitor components, with subsidiary probes distributed across the protected systems. Effectively, the whole hierarchy forms a macro-scale IDS. (Figure 7)

The use of a centralised controller unit allows information from different subsystems to be correlated, potentially identifying transitive or distributed attacks. For example, a simple address range probe, while difficult to detect using a network of monolithic host IDS instances, can be trivial to observe when correlating connections using a hierarchic structure. [DIDS]
3.3. Agent-based

A more recent model of IDS architecture divides the system into distinct functional units: probes, monitors, resolver, and controller units. These may be distributed across multiple systems, with each component receiving input from a series of subsidiaries, and reporting to one or more higher-level components. Probes report to monitors, which may report to resolver units or higher-level monitors, and so forth. (Figure 8)

This architecture, implemented in systems such as [AAFID] and [EMERALD], allows great flexibility in the placement and application of individual components. In addition, this architecture offers greater survivability in the face of overload or attack, high extensibility, and multiple levels of reporting throughout the structure.
3.4. Distributed (GrIDS)

The IDS architectural models described above all consider attacks in terms of events on individual systems. A recent development, typified by the [GrIDS] system, lies in regarding the whole system as a unit. Attacks are modelled as interconnection patterns between systems, with each link representing network activity. The graphs that form can be viewed at different scales, ranging from small systems to the interconnection between large and complex systems (where sub-networks are collapsed into points).

This novel approach promises high scalability and the potential to recognise widely distributed attack patterns (such as worm behaviour).

4. Associated technologies

4.1. Personal firewalls

With the advent of broadband access technologies such as cable and xDSL, persistent connection to the Internet for home users has become a reality. With that reality came a whole new world of hosts to break into, as clearly evidenced by reports such as the attack on grc.com. [GRC]

One response to this pattern has been the emergence of personal firewalls - software that effectively implements a small firewall and IDS on each network host [Zone Alarm]. A feature found in some of these systems is restricting outbound connections to only those specifically authorised - a response to trojan and other software that open outbound network links. [Spyware]
4.2. Honeynets

The concept of a honeytrap is simple: a dedicated sacrificial system placed in an attractive or ubiquitous position on a network and designed to receive attacks as shown in Figure 9. [Cheswick] contains a good example of such a system, manually implemented.

Originally, honeytraps consisted of heavily monitored, real systems or virtual systems implemented by software. A recent innovation was the use of a so-called honeynet: an entire network of systems, in its entirety sacrificial. Separating this network from the outside world is a firewall - configured to allow unrestricted incoming access, but limit outgoing access. In this manner, an attacker is prevented from using the machines in the honeynet as a relay point for attacking other systems.

Any traffic to or from the honeynet is fully logged. Experimentation with such systems have provided fascinating details, ranging from the development of passive fingerprinting techniques\(^6\), to insights into the social interaction of hackers [Honeynet].

![Figure 9  Structure of a honeynet](image)

4.3. Responses

The ideal IDS would be capable of recognising and neutralising attacks, prevent further attack, and hardening the vulnerable system to prevent reoccurrence. In current IDS implementations, a number of reactive capabilities can be recognised:

- **Attack tracing** where the system attempts to passively or indirectly gather information to aid in identifying the source of attack (using techniques such as DNS lookups, passive fingerprinting, etc.).

- **Shunning** where the IDS reconfigures another system (such as a firewall or router) to block out the attacker, or uses TCP Reset frames to tear down any connection attempts.

- **Extended information gathering**, increasing the level of information stored about events surrounding the attack, for future forensic analysis.

The use of these responses are currently quite limited, due to the problems inherent in false positives, belated attack recognition, and the risk of an automated response constituting an attack (either against an innocent third party or the protected system). Contentious issues also arise here, regarding the level of response acceptable, and the contradictory relationship between mitigating the effects of an attack.

---

\(^6\) Passive fingerprinting extends the techniques present in [nmap] to allow identification of remote systems, using implementation characteristics observed in network traffic.
and gathering evidence.

5. Conclusion

The field of intrusion detection has been, and will continue to, develop rapidly. A number of the techniques and solutions found in current systems are outlined in this paper. As evidenced by recent events, however, network security has some way to go before any network can be considered safe.

Intrusion detection has the potential to alleviate many of the problems facing current network security. A number of issues remain to be resolved, however:

- Scaling to large, fast and complex systems. Many of the ID systems currently in use are essentially monolithic - in order to respond effectively to large-scale attacks, a more distributed architecture is necessary.
- Rapid distribution of new attack signatures. Misuse detection systems are completely reliant on having models of new attacks - in order to mitigate attacks such as the Code Red worm, distribution of these models must outpace the epidemic-like spread of a worm.
- Ubiquitous acceptance. Many current ID systems are complex to configure and run - restricting their use.
- Strong reactive capabilities. It is clear from the analysis referenced earlier that relying on human intervention to handle attacks is infeasible. Most current IDS implementations have limited reactionary capabilities - an IDS needs to be capable of preventing, not just reporting attack.

There has been some attempt to create a common list of attacks for comparison between IDS implementations [CVE]. One possible solution to the problem of signature dissemination may lie in the creation of a vendor-independent attack representation - one that can be converted to IDS-specific representations or model (as described in Section 2.4) automatically.

So far, research into IDS has focused on architectural and representation issues. Current systems have proven capable of handling known attacks - but the next incident may not be as benign.
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